CAMERA STOP!
Security labels for IT devices
NEW innovative solution against industrial espionage and data theft
IT security is a huge issue for businesses today. The growth of mobile technology delivers great
benefits but also introduces new threats to security and privacy. Our non-transfer tamper evident
security labels can make a real difference to the IT security of a firm.
We would like to recommend you a security innovation to complement the factory’s
internal data protection system for unauthorized data exchange and photographing of
your custom manufacturing solutions; tools, machines, technologies or documents.
Camera STOP! is a custom-developed security label with special adhesive which makes the
IT devices unusable for photo shooting or data theft until the label is broken or removed.
Simply apply our non-transfer security label to the phone case or to the computer; laptop,
notebook or any other electronic device of the visitors or workers entering the protected areas
of the factory – covering both the front and back camera, USB ports and disc drives.
Tampering can be traced at a glance! When lifted the label the "OPEN VOID" security message
appears on it giving clear and obvious evidence of the manipulation intent. However, the
security label leaves no trace or injury on the application surface. Every day a new label can be
applied to the IT device without leaving a small trace on it.
The factory safety instructions must include the procedure for applying the label on entry and
for checking the label on exit. We will be happy to advise you how to apply, verify and record
your Camera STOP! security label.
Colour, sizes and security features (company logo, unique text, sequential number, barcode,
QR code, etc.) of the label can be customized to your requirements.
If you are interested please, contact us for further information and customization options.
Looking forward to your inquiry.
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